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Designer Nicole Miller NYFW
Spring 2019 Runway Show
Fashion week kick-off and all eyes are on New York City designer, Nicole Miller as she brings
back the 80’s with her Spring 2019 collection.
WHO: Fashion designer Nicole Miller debuts her Spring 2019 collection for NYFW. Nicole Miller
explored her own archives in order to create this capsule collection. Her inspiration came from her hits of
the 1980’s: revamped in order to feel modern and chic. Celebrities in attendance included Jamie Chung,
Stacy London, Luann de Lesseps and Christine Evangelista and more.
WHAT: NYFW featuring internationally recognized designer Nicole Miller showcasing her Spring 2019
collection.
WHERE: Industria Studios, 775 Washington Street New York, New York
WHEN: September 6th, 2018; show starts at 7:00pm
Nicole Miller wowed New York! On September 6th at Industria Studios, the Nicole Miller Spring 2019
collection had its runway debut during NYFW. The designer caught the attention of Elle, WWD, Vogue,
the Cut, USA Today and many more publications. "I have noticed people have been copying a lot of my
old dresses, so it just seemed like a trend – this longer, drape-y, kin of ‘40’s style dress that I used to
make in the 80’s.” - N
 icole Miller on her Spring 2019 collection inspiration.
"Everything old is new again, but it wasn’t just a trip down memory lane. Adding in several new elements,
including twill coats covered in randomly generated words, color-blocked minis, and shredded denim
toppers with a sequin sparkle," - Vogue about the nostalgic feel to Miller’s collection.
“The Eighties don’t seem to be going anywhere anytime soon. ‘I had this club kid’s idea because
everybody seems to miss the clubs and the eighties scene,’ Nicole Miller said backstage, hard at work
sewing last-minute alterations to a sequin camouflage mini dress. ‘The eighties seem to be quite on
everybody’s radar and everybody’s sick of ruffles, of course, so I started there, and it went down a path
and evolved.” – WWD’s interview with Nicole about her collection.

